DON'T RISK A
RANSOMWARE
ATTACK
Learn more about safeguarding your
patient's data.

Ransomware has recently been one of the commonly
talked about topics in the security world regarding risks
to organisations and their data. As ransomware attacks
increase in the medical industry, many organisations
wonder what they can do to protect their valuable
information.

IMPACT
OF
RANSOMWARE
$1000 + per
incident
24,000 attacks
per day in
Australia

Did you know if you have a breach of security, or your
client data has been compromised, it is compulsory for
you to report it to the Office of the Australian
Information Commissioner?
Therefore, your clients will be made aware that you did
not protect their data!

Reputational
damage

SO WHAT IS RANSOMWARE?
Ransomware is a form of malware that encrypts a
victim's files. The attacker then demands a ransom from
the victim to restore access to the data upon payment.
There are several other things the malware might do
once it’s taken over your computer, however by far the
most common action is to encrypt some or all of the your
files, and deny you access.
Do you think your organisation could continue to
function if this was to happen to you?

13 Hours +
Loss of
operational
hours
Legal fees
Loss of
patient data

WHAT IS THE COST OF LOSING
YOUR DATA?
The loss of critical data to your organisation inflicts significant financial and operational
costs. These include the cost of restoring data by utilising an external data loss prevention
and restoration company, disruptions caused to day to day activities, and the resulting loss
of revenue. Complexities arising from a breach of privacy regarding patient records also
pose substantial challenges. Therefore, utilising a cloud based solution to protect your
patient's records as a part of regular business processes is pivotal to the optimal operation
of your organisation.

HOW CAN YOU PROTECT YOUR
VALUABLE PATIENT DATA?
Altitude is a safe, and reliable
solution.
Altitude ensures that your organisation's data is maintained and managed in local data
centres in Australia, providing you access to your crucial data anywhere, at any time.
Altitude is your solution to protect your data, and to avoid the possibility of getting hacked.

ALTITUDE PROVIDES:
Managed Service
We maintain and manage your information to safeguard your data.
Upgrades occur seamlessly and performance is optimised for your
clinic’s needs.

Scalability
Pay a fixed monthly fee, and only pay for what you need. Altitude is
configured based on your needs, providing you with a customised
solution.

24/7 Access
Your information can be accessed anywhere with an internet
connection.

Security & Compliance
Your clinic's data is secured in local data centres in Australia, and
strict protocols and encryption methods are utilised to ensure that
your most valuable information remains safe.

Local Support
Our support team ensures you receive continuous IT support and
monitoring to mitigate the risk of data loss.
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